Jocelyn Bronwnyn's Fancy,  
Plearaca na Jocelyn Bronwnyn

A 6 x 32 bar 4 Hand Reel composed April 1982 for Jocelyn Bronwyn Reynolds by Terry O'Neal.

(8) Opening: Forward & Kiss.
   (2) Advance to and kiss opposite. (Forward, Kiss)
   (2) Retire to place and turn to face partner. (Back, Turn)
   (2) Advance to and kiss partner. (Forward, Kiss)
   (2) Retire to place and turn to face opposite. (Back, Turn)
      (Forward, kiss, back, turn, Forward, kiss, back, turn)

(48) Body: Angle-Saxon Hey, Celtic Cross, Hey for 4, Irish Chain.
   (16) Angle-Saxon Hey.
   (16) Celtic cross.
   (8) Men pass LEFT shoulders and all Hey for 4 to place (this is on the ladies' diagonal).
   (8) Irish Chain.

(16) 1st Figure: Heys for 3.
   (8) Hey for 3: 1st man splits 1st lady & 2nd man and does Hey for 3 with them. 1st man gives 2nd man his Left shoulder, 2nd man casts Left and 1st lady casts Right to start the Hey.
      Meanwhile 2nd lady does small solo: she faces the other dancers and dances 7s & 3s to her Right and then back.
   (8) Hey for 3: 1st lady splits 1st man & 2nd lady and does Hey for 3 with them. 1st lady gives 2nd lady her Right shoulder, 1st man casts Left and 2nd lady casts Right to start the Hey.
      Meanwhile 2nd man does small solo: he faces the other dancers and dances 7s & 3s to his Left and then back.

(48) Body: Angle-Saxon Hey, Celtic Cross, Hey for 4, Irish Chain.
(16) 2nd Figure: **Telescope & Kiss.**
(4) 1st couple lead the telescope (7s) and kiss partner (2 x 3s).
    (Kiss on the 2nd 3).
(4) 2nd couple lead back (as usual). Kiss partner again and turn
to your opposite.
(8) Repeat, 2nd man & 1st lady leading (kiss opposite twice).

(48) Body: **Angle-Saxon Hey, Celtic Cross, Hey for 4,**
    **Irish Chain.**

(8) Closing: **Circle & Kiss.**
(4) All circle Right one place and kiss your opposite.
(4) All circle Left to place and kiss your partner.

Bow to your friends, compliment the band, and kiss the composer.

**Caller's Notes for Jocelyn Bronnwyn's Fancy:**

(8) Opening: **Forward & Kiss.**

(48) Body: **Angle-Saxon Hey, Celtic Cross, Hey for 4,**
    **Irish Chain.**

(16) 1st Figure: **Heys for 3.**

(48) Body: **Angle-Saxon Hey, Celtic Cross, Hey for 4,**
    **Irish Chain.**

(16) 2nd Figure: **Telescope & Kiss.**

(48) Body: **Angle-Saxon Hey, Celtic Cross, Hey for 4,**
    **Irish Chain.**

(8) Closing: **Circle & Kiss.**